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A B S T R A C T

Spatter particles ejected from the melt pool after melting of 316 L stainless steel by laser powder bed fusion additive manufacturing (LPBF), were found to contain
morphologies not observed in as-atomized 316 L powder. This spatter consisted of large, spherical particles, highly dendritic surfaces, particles with caps of accreted
liquid, and agglomerations of multiple individual particles fixed together by liquid ligaments prior to solidification. The focus of this study is on an additional, unique
spatter morphology consisting of larger, spherical particles with surface oxide spots exhibiting a wide distribution of surface configurations, including organized
patterning. Spatter particles with organized surface oxide patterns were characterized for surface and internal particle features using multiple imaging techniques.
The following observations are made: 1) spots resided at the spatter particle surface and did not significantly penetrate the interior, 2) the spot(s) were amorphous
and rich in Silicon (Si)-Manganese (Mn)-Oxygen (O), 3) a two-part Chromium (Cr)-O rich layer exists between the particle and spot, 4) Cr-O rich morphological
features were present at the top surface of the spots, 5) the spatter particle composition was consistent with 316 L but appeared to decrease in Si content into the
spatter particle away from a spot, and 6) small Si-rich spherical particles existed within the spatter particle interior.

1. Introduction

A key challenge facing laser powder bed fusion additive manu-
facturing (LPBF) is the dynamic impact of process generated spatter on
the characteristics of powder feedstock. The powder is integral to the
processes where the powder properties, melt parameters, and machine
design act together to produce successful parts [1]. Therefore, as any of
the critical inputs change, the system may be disrupted locally and
provide unexpected results [2].

The physics associated with spatter generation in LPBF are very
complex and have been studied using multiphysics models and high-
speed imaging to predict and validate the model results [3–5]. Spatter
consists of two main components: entrained bed particles and ejected
process generated liquid, which solidifies into particles. A report by Ly
et al. demonstrated that bed particles near the melt area are entrained
by the localized temperature gradient associated with the melt pool and
inert gas environment, causing particles to become dislodged and
ejected from their original positions. These particles may or may not
interact with the laser beam or the vapor plume present in the vicinity
of melting. High-speed video from this report demonstrated that some
of the entrained powder particles were seemingly unaffected by the
melting process while other entrained particles interacted with the melt

area and became heated. The research also demonstrated that some
particles combined, melted together, and ejected away from the melt
area. Another component of spatter was shown as liquid ejected from
the melt pool due to recoil forces associated with turbulence during
melting. This ejected liquid spatter resulted in solidified particles,
which were typically larger than the starting powder particle size dis-
tributions used by LPBF [5]. Related literature has shown the effect of
process and environmental parameters on bed conditions, denudation,
and spatter [3,5–8]. These reports also demonstrated that the process is
capable of redistributing bed powder with and without affecting it, in
addition, generating liquid ligaments from the melt pool and combining
powder particles into new, process generated particles.

Several recent studies of spatter in LPBF have focused mainly on the
characterization of spatter particle size and morphology, surface char-
acteristics, and related properties such as composition, crystal struc-
ture, and crystallographic orientation [6–14]. Commonly reported
spatter morphologies include agglomerated, irregularly shaped, sphe-
rical with dendritic microstructures, and highly spherical particles with
various patterned surface features. Simonelli et al. isolated 316 L
stainless steel spatter particles and observed films and spots on the
surface consisting of Mn and Si oxides as identified by energy dispersive
x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) [10]. One such particle was cross-sectioned by
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focused ion beam (FIB) and showed equiaxed grains with slight grain
boundary segregation of Cr, Mo and Mn as compared with a particle of
the original feedstock, which exhibited a homogeneous chemistry [10].
Hieden et al. studied 316 L spatter and expanded the catalogue of
morphologies observed in spatter particles while also finding Si-Mn-O
rich spots on the particle surfaces [12]. This research also reported the
presence of single crystal ferritic particles as determined by electron
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) and suggested the presence of ferritic
spatter as a possible reason for an observed increase in magnetic
coercivity in the used 316 L powder. A study by Gasper et al. found dark
spots observed with backscattered SEM on the surface of an alloy 718
spatter particle which consisted of Al, Ti, and Oxygen. The authors
collected spatter from various locations in the build chamber and
classified particles into morphological categories based on their char-
acteristics, size and observed particle morphology. Included in these
collected particles were those with heavily spotted surfaces and evenly
distributed oxide spots rich in Aluminum (Al), Titanium (Ti) and
Oxygen [11].

In a recent study by Sutton et al, 304 L stainless steel was fabricated
in a Renishaw AM250 where spatter carried away from the build area
by flowing Ar gas was collected for analysis as well as condensate
samples which adhered to carbon tape on the machine walls and used
for SEM observation [13]. This work demonstrated the spatter had a
particle size often larger than bed powder and SEM images clearly
showed spots on some of the spatter particle surfaces. Raman spectro-
scopy of the collected spatter clearly identified a variety of surface Fe,
Cr, Si and Mn oxides as well as the possibility of complex oxides, in-
cluding MnSiO3. A spatter particle with an oxide spot was prepared by
FIB and evaluated by SEM and EDS where the protruding surface spot
was high in Si, Mn and Oxygen [13].

Many of the spatter studies have proposed hypotheses on the for-
mative mechanisms of the observed and varying oxide patterns. Gasper
et al. suggested that oxide spots in alloy 718 may be deposited on
ejected particles as they pass through the vapor plume during melting
[11]. Simonelli et al. theorized that superheated liquid metal droplets of
spatter could potentially lead to diffusion of the volatile elements to-
ward the surface of the particle [10] while Sutton et al. related 100 nm
to 1 μm surface oxide spots rich in Mn, Si and Oxygen to the nucleation
and growth of small, stable oxides from the composition within stain-
less steel spatter [13]. In the current research, spatter particles ex-
hibiting specific self-organized, large-area patterned surface oxide spots
were selected for characterization.

Examples of self-organized patterns span the biological [15], che-
mical [16,17] and physical sciences [18]. A pioneering example comes
from mathematician Alan Turing, who in 1952 coined the term chemical
morphogenesis to describe the competing effects of chemical reactions
and their subsequent diffusion as a general mechanisms through which
patterning can arise. It has since come to be understood that patterns
arise in many out-of-equilibrium systems for which a driving force and
a dissipative force compete with each other [19]. Of particular interest
to the present study are chemical pattern formation mechanisms which
exhibit spot-like morphologies [15,16,20].

In the present study, characterization of one type of observed
spatter morphologies, patterned particles, was performed using scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) and light microscopy, energy dis-
persive spectroscopy (EDS), focused ion beam (FIB) sectioning, trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM), and scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) to describe the features on coarse and fine scales to
better understand the formation of these unique particles in spatter. A

combination of characterization and experimental data supports the
hypotheses that, in 316 L, while the spatter particle is liquid, either
silicates form from oxidation of silicon in the spatter droplet and/or Si
appears to separate from the liquid droplet solution and migrates from
the interior of the droplet to the surface which then oxidizes and soli-
difies forming the observed patterns in the presence of a low partial
pressure of oxygen environment during LPBF.

2. Experimental Methods

The experiments presented here were carried out on a Concept Laser
MLab 100R LPBF machine using a 1080 nm YAG fiber laser with a 50
μm spot size, and are divided into two segments. In the first set of ex-
periments, ejected particles with observed oxide patterning were har-
vested from the powder bed after several “typical” LPBF runs under
conditions consistent with standard operating procedure and OEM re-
commendations/parameters. A second set of experiments utilized a
modified platform to enable a focused study on the influence of var-
iations in the composition of chamber gasses on the formation of oxide
patterns. In both cases, gas atomized 316 L stainless steel (SS) powder
(ASTM F3184-16) was used. The powder was obtained from Concept
Laser GmbH with a nominal 15-45 μm size distribution (measured as
d10 to d90 of 19 to 45 μm (volume) and 9 to 31 (number) using laser
diffraction). Representative samples of the as-received 316 L SS powder
feedstock were collected for characterization using a powder thief at
different locations in the powder container and reblended to a uniform
sample. The composition of the as-received feedstock is shown in
Table 1 as obtained by inductively coupled plasma with carbon and
nitrogen measured by extractive fusion. The oxygen content of the as-
received powder was measured at 253 ppm and the spatter up to 760
ppm using a LECO OH-836 instrument.

2.1. Standard Build Platform Experiments

Numerous arbitrary sample geometries were fabricated using a
Concept Laser MLab 100R LPBF machine using standard build para-
meters and conditions (software control 2.0). Argon shielding gas
(99.9% purity) was flowed at a rate of 1 L/min, and at all times during
processing, the oxygen content was typically in the range of 0.1 wt% to
0.5 wt%. Samples were taken from the powder bed and collector area
after each run. Powder sample populations were observed with both
optical and SEM microscopy, and ejected particle morphologies, size
distribution, and frequency of occurrence were consistent with other
reports [10–14]. For isolation and analysis of individual patterned
particles, powder samples were placed in a petri dish and a ZEISS Ax-
iocam ERc 5 s optical microscope was used with a single fiber brush to
separate targeted and spotted particles from the population.

Oxygen content of the powder was performed using a fusion ex-
tractive technique with a LECO OH836 analyzer which was calibrated
using ASTM E1019-18. Particle size distribution (PSD) of powder was
characterized using a Microtrac S3500 laser diffraction particle size
analyzer utilizing a wet plus ultrasonic diffraction method, and the size
of selected particles was estimated from SEM images using ImageJ. A
Hirox KH 7700 optical microscope was used for preliminary imaging to
aid in the identification of spatter particles. A JEOL JSM-6010LA
scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used for the identification of
spatter particles, assessment of powder morphology, general particle
imaging, and compositional analysis using EDS. Higher resolution
imaging on selected particle features and TEM sample preparation was

Table 1
Composition of as-received 316 L feedstock.

Iron Cr Ni Mo Si Mn P S C N O

Bal 17.59 12.59 2.22 0.62 0.88 < 0.001 0.005 0.022 0.09 0.0253
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performed on an FEI Quanta 3D FEG Focused Ion Beam (FIB) Scanning
Electron Microscope and an Oxford X-Max EDS detector. An FEI Titan
80-300 Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) and high-
angle annular dark field (HAADF) was used to image features present in
FIB sectioned particles. Elemental phase and structure information was
obtained using a JEOL JEM-2000FX TEM.

2.2. Modified Build Platform Experiments

Studies of spatter characteristics in a modified gas environment
were performed in a modified Concept Laser R100 using a custom build
area as shown in Fig. 1. The OEM build platform was removed and
replaced by a sealed and locking machined plate and a centrally located
moving stage capable of speeds in excess of 500 mm/s. The table and
rake mechanism were also removed. A small die with a build area of 50
mm L x8 mm W x5 mm depth, intended for single track weld bead
testing, was filled with approximately 1 gram of fresh powder and the
apparatus pin-fitted onto the moving stage. The laser galvanometer was
disabled so that the laser spot was stationary with respect to the moving
stage and the top surface of the powder was located at the focal position
of the laser spot. Ejected particles and entrained particles were captured
on carbon tape from several locations in the chamber, including a
dedicated fixture above the stationary beam, as demonstrated in
Fig. 1b.

In this current experiment, fresh 316 L feedstock was used under gas
mixtures ranging typically from 0.1% O2 to 20% O2 in Argon and
Nitrogen, where the oxygen content was measured with an oxygen
meter mounted inside the chamber. The standard O2 sensor in the
Concept Laser was fitted with a small pure Ar environment to allow the
machine to operate in non-standard environments. A standard beam
power of 90 W was used for 316 L in the Concept Laser, and the stage
speed was operated at 500 mm/s during powder beading.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Standard Build Platform Experiments

Scanning electron microscopy was used to determine the range of
particle morphologies within spatter as compared with the original
feedstock. Fig. 2a, b, c, and d demonstrate typical powder morphologies
observed in the as-received 316 L feedstock including spherical, oval,
accreted, agglomerated, and particles with attached satellites, all of
which are common in commercially produced gas atomized powder due
to the transfer of momentum of a gas to a liquid metal stream [21,22].
In comparison, Fig. 2e, f, g, and h show typical spatter morphologies
observed in this study, which are consistent with recent reports
[10–14]. Fig. 2e is an SEM image demonstrating a highly spherical
particle with a very pronounced dendritic surface. This morphology
was observed commonly throughout spatter samples and was typically
free of satellite particles, and typically larger than the original powder
size distribution indicating that they were likely ejected away from the
melt pool as liquid and had sufficient time to solidify before contacting

other particles such as bed powder. These dendritic surfaces were ob-
served with and without regions or patches rich in Si-Mn-O. Other
features very common in 316 L spatter were particles with surface spots
and ligament or liquid agglomeration, such as in Fig. 2f. Particle

morphologies similar to those in Figs. 2g and 2h have been reported
recently [10–13] and surface features were observed on spatter parti-
cles of different shapes and configurations. The agglomerated particles
typical of Figs. 2g and 2h were also commonly observed throughout this
study. In many cases, the agglomerated particle was found to connect
both spatter particles of different morphologies and particles more
closely resembling the original feedstock powder within the same ag-
glomerated string. This indicates that ejected material was still liquid,
or in a liquid-solid mushy condition when it collided with cooler par-
ticles such as entrained bed powder. The smooth surfaces of the ag-
glomerating material, and the presence of wrinkled surfaces resembling
compression waves (Fig. 2f) suggest that the encounter with previously
solidified material provided a rapid cooling pathway.

Particles with surface patterns represented in Fig. 2g and 2h are
especially interesting. The origins of the deviation in appearance and
composition of these surfaces compared with typical feedstock powder
has been discussed but not widely characterized for internal or fine
structure [10–13]. Therefore, particles with organized spot configura-
tions similar to those in Fig. 2h were isolated for further analysis. The
first and most basic characterization of these unusual spatter particles
was to determine their particle size distributions. The graph in Fig. 2
shows a number-based particle size distribution of spotted particles
obtained after SEM imaging as compared with the starting fresh 316 L
powder feedstock. Particle diameters were estimated using image pro-
cessing software assuming spherical shapes from SEM images. The
spotted spatter particles had estimated sizes of d10 and d90 at 69 μm
and 92 μm, respectively which is consistent with recent reports on
general spatter size distributions [6,13–14]. These are typically larger
than the original powder measured by the same technique which esti-
mated particle sizes of d10 and d90 at 7 μm and 31 μm, respectively,
which is similar in measurement of a number distribution of as-received
powder by laser diffraction. The two curves in Fig.2 show little overlap
in the number-based size distributions of the two

powders. The spatter particles exhibiting spotted patterns were
consistently at the d90 size range or larger than the original feedstock
powder and suggests that the spatter particles must have been com-
pletely liquid and generated by the LPBF process, most likely as either
liquid ejected from the pool or a combination of multiple feedstock
particles or liquid droplets assembled into larger liquid spheres.

The spotted particles were then evaluated by their surface config-
urations where it was found that the particles had commonality. Fig. 3a,
b, and c is a compilation of SEM images that illustrates common mor-
phological surface features observed on the selected spatter particles.
The first observation of the selected particles is that they are completely
satellite free and have varying surface patterns. Fig. 3a provides an il-
lustration of the dark areas that tended to be asymmetrical on the
spatter particle surfaces, often concentrated on one side or within an
area of the particles. Fig. 3b is an example of relatively evenly

Fig. 1. Custom setup for single track bead testing in a concept laser M100R: a) Schematic rendering of the custom fixture centered on a custom plate for fitting inside
the concept laser b) detailed photograph showing the test fixture used for beading on powder in the Concept Laser. Stage length is 90 mm.
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distributed or periodic spots observed across the surface of the particles
with a measurable range of spot diameters. Image analysis measure-
ments show typically 80-100 spots with this type of patterning ranging
in size from 3 to 8 μm with an average spot size of 6 μm. However, the
relatively limited data collected from this study showed no apparent
correlation between the spatter particle size, range of spot sizes, and
number of spots on each particle.

Fig. 3c demonstrates spotted particles with ovality and a mix of
symmetrical and asymmetric surface spot configurations. These parti-
cles had a variety of surface characteristics and varying roughness
conditions ranging from smooth, to uneven with ridges and dendritic
features. It was also observed that similar particles contained spots that
were both discrete and randomly connected. While most of the spatter
particles with significant dark spot features were spherical, approxi-
mately 10-20% contained some amount of ovality indicating they so-
lidified before surface tension effects made them spherical or another
physical effect overcame surface tension.

The shapes and configurations of the observed surface patterns are
consistent with patterning and organization described by Turing and
others [15–20,23–27] and supports the hypothesis that these particles
formed from liquid generated during LPBF processing which had time
to undergo organization into the observed surface configurations. While
many of the mathematical descriptions of patterning and self-organi-
zation are based on biological processes, the theory and modeling of
organization has expanded to describe processes ranging from earth
sciences, semiconductors, thin films, nanotechnology and materials
science. Pattern configuration is typically dependent on the relationship
between the liquid species properties where modeling of applications
have demonstrated features ranging from symmetrical and non-sym-
metrical stripes and spots to random features on curved, flat and irre-
gular surfaces in a variety of systems and conditions [15–20,23–27].

Fig. 2. Commonly observed morphologies in (a-d) fresh GA powder and (e-h) 316 L spatter with number-based particle size distributions.

Fig. 3. (a-c): Different surface morphologies found in spotted spatter particles.
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3.2. SEM & EDS analysis of spotted particle surfaces

Multiple patterned particles were isolated from the collected spatter
for further analysis to determine the relative composition of the dark
surface spots observed by SEM. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy
(EDS) was used to analyze compositional differences between the spots
and other features present on the particle surface. Fig. 4a, b, and c
shows an EDS map of three spotted spatter particles with elements re-
presentative of 316 L stainless steel. The spots and raised features in
Fig. 4 are low in Fe and Cr due to the dark areas on their respective
elemental maps but rich in Si, Mn and Oxygen (bright areas) which are
typical of the elements found in the passivating oxide in 316 L. These
oxygen-rich features were common in 316 L spatter and observed on
many particles in this study. Similar oxygen rich surface features have
been reported for laser PBF of 316 L and IN718, and the composition of
the oxygen rich spots was alloy dependent where stainless steel spatter
typically had Si and Mn rich spots and IN 718 spatter contained Al and
Ti rich spots [10–13]. A number of individual Si-Mn-O spots were im-
aged at higher magnifications to reveal any associated finer structure
and a typical representative is shown in Fig. 4d where a framework or
other external layer feature covered many of the individual spots. The
EDS maps in Fig. 4d show the presence of Fe, Cr, Mn, Si and Oxygen in
the external spot lattice feature but the composition detail is incon-
clusive for these fine features compared with the interaction volume
and resolution of the EDS used in this characterization technique.

3.3. Internal characterization of spotted particles

Particles with organized patterned spot morphologies similar to
those in Fig. 4 were sectioned by focused ion beam (FIB) to reveal grain

structure and explore internal spot features. Fig. 5a displays an ion
contrast image of the cross-section of a symmetrically spotted particle
through the spot and into the spatter particle. An initial observation
from Fig. 5 was the selected spatter particles observed were poly-
crystalline with no obvious crystallographic texture and had grain sizes
on the order of 1 to 10 microns. Three patterned spatter particles with
Si, Mn and Oxygen rich spots were selected for TEM preparation and
sectioned by focused ion beam where the spots were found to be ap-
proximately 10 microns in width and

nearly 1 micron tall with contact angles between the spot and
spatter particle surfaces at 340, 300 and 450, respectively. Foils for TEM
were limited to 5 μm width for stability during thinning making it
difficult to view a full spot cross section on a single sample chosen for
analysis. Therefore, TEM sample 1 focused on the cross-section spot
center, sample 2 was sectioned to analyze a terminating edge of a spot
and spatter particle surface, and sample 3 focused again on a spot
midsection to observe the features within. Fig. 5a, b and c show the
TEM sample images with arrows indicating the spot cross-sections in
relation to the spatter particle surfaces.

STEM characterization was initially performed at lower magnifica-
tion to view the overall samples to observe any obvious microstructure
features. The main body of each spot cross section appeared to be
smooth with no obvious internal morphological structure, however,
different features associated with the top and bottom surfaces of the
spots were observed in all three TEM samples. Common attributes in all
three spot cross sections were smooth internal surfaces, intruding fea-
tures from the top surface of the spots into the cross section, and
structures resembling layers or films at the bottom surface of each spot
separating them from the spatter particle surface. Also, Fig. 5c shows
the terminating edge of a spot and the particle surface where a thin film

Fig. 4. EDS map indicating distribution of alloying elements on the surface of different spotted spatter particles (a-c) and d) high magnification of individual spot
with EDS.

Fig. 5. a) Gallium ion contrast image during FIB serial sectioning showing internal microstructure of a spotted particle and a spot cross-section, b) sectioned particle
focusing on the center portion of a sectioned spot, c) terminating edge of spot and spatter particle, d) another FIB sectioned spot focusing on its central area. Arrows
point to identified features within each sectioned spot and spatter particle.
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continues across the particle surface consistent in thickness with a
passivating oxide film for 316 L. Fig. 6 shows a STEM image at low
magnification and specific features of interest observed within the se-
lected spot and spatter particle. EDS revealed that the internal com-
position of the spatter particle is consistent with the major alloying
elements of the original powder (Fe, Cr, Ni, Mo and Mn) and had an
FCC diffraction pattern matrix. No outstanding or atypical micro-
structural features were observed within the body of the spatter particle
cross section except two 100-200 nm spheres. The internal character-
istics of the surface spot is shown in Fig. 6 feature ‘A’ by STEM HAADF
and accompanying EDS elemental maps. The center section of the spot
is glassy as indicated by the amorphous diffraction pattern ‘B’ while the
EDS maps show it is rich in Si, Mn and oxygen, consistent will all other
observations in this study and similar to reported literature [10,12,13].
Examination of the images also reveals a sharp Fe –free boundary at the
spot and spatter particle surface, followed by a 100-200 nm thick Cr-O

rich boundary layer that exists between the spot and the spatter particle
surface. The oxide spot also does not appear to significantly penetrate
into the particle interior.

The interface film between the spatter particle and Si-Mn-O spot is
labeled feature ‘C’ in Fig. 6. The STEM image reveals a two phase
boundary layer approximately 200 nm thick followed by a sharp in-
terface between the spot and the spatter particle. STEM also revealed
two distinct layers within the interface film: a 30 nm continuous layer
directly in contact with the spatter particle surface and a second layer
above it with a dendritic or cellular growth pattern with thickness
varying from 100-200 nm. Elemental EDS maps in Fig. 6 feature ‘C’
exhibit the 30 nm continuous oxide layer and correspond elementally to
Cr, Mn and oxygen while the top interface layer is comprised primarily
of Cr and oxygen. Diffraction patterns of the interface layer confirm a
crystalline structure, but were unresolved for this study. Also, the film
varied in thickness between the three observed cross-sectioned

Fig. 6. TEM and EDS of a FIB cross sectioned spatter oxide spot. The images ‘A’ are and HAADF image and subsequent EDS of the center spot cross section and
approximately 500 nm into the spatter particle where ‘B’ shows the TEMmicro diffraction of the spot. Feature ‘C’ is the oxide spot-particle boundary and Feature ‘D’ is
a protruding element(s) into the top surface of the oxide spot.
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particles. Particle 1 had reasonably consistent 100-200 nm layer height,
however in particle 3 (Fig. 5c), the top chromium-rich film was 150-200
nm at the edges of the spot cross section and gradually decreased in
height toward the middle of the particle-spot boundary exposing only
the thin Cr-Mn-O rich layer separating the particle and spot. A recent
report by Ren et al demonstrated the transformation of manganese si-
licates to manganese chromite over a range of compositions and tem-
peratures in 304 stainless using stability diagrams, heat treatments and
modeling [28]. From this work, it may be considered that as the par-
ticles shown in Fig. 6 cool during initial stages of solidification, they
becomes lean in Si, where any additional oxygen penetration or oxygen
rich areas in contact with the particle surfaces become more prone to
form chromium oxide or manganese chromium oxide. Additional EDS
data collected on the spatter particle in Fig. 6 at 100 nm to 200 nm
under the chromium rich layer showed a loss of chromium directly
under the surface boundary as compared with the body of the particle,
suggesting the possibility that chromium diffused a short distance from
the particle towards the spot due to its affinity for oxygen in the spot at
high temperature during particle formation and subsequent cooling.

The two features “penetrating” into the top surface of the Si-Mn-O
spot are labeled feature ‘D’ in Fig. 6. These features have a dendritic
appearance with apparent secondary dendrite arm spacing on the order
of 50 nm. Similar features with varying morphologies were observed to
penetrate the top surfaces of spots from all three sectioned spatter
particles and were all rich in Cr and Oxygen with lesser amounts of Mn
and Fe. These features ranged in size from 120 nm to 600 nm and
produced a crystalline diffraction pattern. Due to the nature of the
feature composition it is assumed they are a normal part of the spatter
process and a form of chromium oxide associated with the network
features observed in Fig. 4d.

3.4. On the origin of the surface spots

Small spherical features inside the spatter particles were observed in
Figs. 5 and 6; however, mostly the surface spots were the focus of those
characterization studies. The images in Fig. 7 explore the small sphe-
rical features inside the particles using STEM and magnified EDS ele-
mental maps. Here it is observed that the nano-spheres labeled as ‘1’
and ‘2’are rich in Si as determined by elemental mapping.

EDS was also used to analyze the composition of the particle beyond
elemental mapping. A line scan was performed from the spot center to 6
μm under the spot in a particle using STEM. The elements were mapped
using EDS in 200 nm increments for 30 minutes per increment for a
total distance of 6 μm into the spatter particle. An EDS estimated silicon
composition was plotted starting at the spot to particle termination
distance at 0.5 μm from the center of the spot. The EDS data in Fig. 7b
demonstrates that the silicon composition very quickly decreases from
the particle-spot boundary to under 0.1 wt% per EDS estimation at
nearly 6 μm into the particle compared with a nominal 0.6 wt% of Si in
the as-received 316 L feedstock as determined by ICP shown in Table 1.
It is unlikely that silicon is selectively boiling or substantially evapor-
ating out of the particles since all the major elements (Fe, Ni & Cr) in
316 L have boiling temperatures less than silicon.

An explanation of spot formation on these specific spatter particles
may be related to oxidation and reduction processes similar to those in
traditional stainless steel making. While the time and length scales of
traditional and AM processes are significantly different, they may share
similar physical phenomena. In the case of spatter particles, the liquid
steel is ejected from the melt pool or from another interaction with the
laser, which forms into a droplet and begins to solidify prior to landing
back into the bed or another location inside the machine. While the PBF
chamber is filled with Ar gas, the oxygen content typically ranges from
0.1 to 0.5 wt%, it is still enough oxygen in the system to cause oxida-
tion. Oxygen atoms present in the chamber atmosphere can absorb and
diffuse into the liquid droplet while it solidifies during flight. It has
been estimated that the ejected liquid approaches 3000 K under

nominal printing conditions [5], nearly 1000 K superheated compared
to traditional melting. This unusually high temperature would require
extra time for solidification and provide absorbing oxygen atoms sub-
stantial energy and additional time for diffusion.

Traditionally, silicon and manganese present inside the steel act as
deoxidizers which typically cause oxides or silicates to form where the
interface phenomena between the liquid iron and slag plays an im-
portant role in its behavior [29,30]. In a study by Fierriera [30], it was
reported that under certain conditions, round particles of silicates were
observed in solidified steel, however they formed a lens-shaped film
when floated to the steel surface [30]. In our study, while the spatter
particles quickly solidify, their extreme temperatures may allow them
to be hot enough to absorb oxygen a few microns into the particle and
become deoxidized by Si and Mn inside the turbulent droplet, forming
silicates which float to the surface prior to solidification and organize
into spots of varied configurations.

A study of spatter simulating Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)
conditions used a levitation furnace to observe and record the oxide
evolution of a steel droplet under varying oxygen atmospheres [31].
This work showed that under a 2 wt% oxygen atmosphere, an iron
oxide formed initially on the droplet surface. However thermal currents
inside the droplet provided Si atoms available for deoxidation. The iron
oxide film quickly deoxidized, revealing small Si rich oxide islands
which coalesced into larger silicate clusters on the particle surface [31].
While the levitation furnace used was not able to reach temperatures
observed in spatter forming processes, it did show the silicate forming
process was significantly affected by oxygen content and process time
in the furnace chamber.

Fig. 7 shows that the two Si rich small round particles a few microns
under the spot must have become trapped during solidification and now
exist as Si rich inclusions. However, the sizes of the Si rich particles are
significantly smaller than the surface spots, though both are Si rich. If
the subsurface bubbles are representative of the oxidation and reduc-
tion processes, the silicates either must have been percolating towards
the droplet surface for a short time due to the extreme initial liquid
temperatures to form a film or the much larger lens-shaped surface
spots. Volume estimations of the internal spheres observed in Figs. 6
and 7 compared with the surface spot indicate that approximately 5000
small particles of this size would need to float out of the droplet to form
the larger, surface silicate spot.

A different explanation for the spot formation may be considered by
re-examining the Si rich 100-200 nm bubbles highlighted in Fig. 7. For
silicate slag to be the dominant process in spot formation, the rising
bubbles should be rich in at least silicon and oxygen. Fig. 7 shows these
bubbles to be rich in elemental silicon but not rich in oxygen which may
be a limitation of the analysis technique or these particular Si rich
particles represent a different or second process that may be occurring
during spot formation. These EDS images and those in Fig. 3a and 3d
suggest that prior to spatter particle solidification, elemental silicon,
and possibly manganese, separate from the Fe-Cr-Ni liquid solution
while still molten, forming a film over the droplet surface during their
melt, ejection, and solidification processes. The Si-rich film associated
with these unique patterned particles appears to subsequently re-
organize into spots and other irregular surface topological features such
as those demonstrated in Fig. 3 and, in a second stage, oxidize in the
low oxygen partial pressure environment of the PBF chamber to form
glassy silicates. The mechanisms for ordering of the silicon into orga-
nized features arise through a variety of effects: instabilities due to
gradients in surface tension, elasticity, or chemical reaction rates
[20,23–27]. A key avenue for future study would be investigate such
properties as the coarsening dynamics or the response to perturbations
of a smooth interface. Quantitative measurements of the exponents of
the time-dynamics of growth and decay processes are key to correctly
identifying the mechanism.

A report by Chikarakara [32] demonstrated spinodal decomposition
in 316 L after performing surface modifications with a high-speed
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pulsed laser. Their work showed a nodular structure near the surface of
a steel rod after melting with the CO2 laser and hypothesized that fast
quench rates and high local temperatures caused the unusual solidifi-
cation structure. The components of the spinodal structure were con-
sidered typical of diffusionless transformations associated with iron and
chromium phases commonly found in stainless steel welds after low
temperature, long time heat treatments [32]. However, no composi-
tional data was shown in the report. Subsequently, no reports of silicon
spinodal decomposition or silicon phase separation has been found for
316 L during this research, therefore no definite mechanism for the
pattern compositions and variety of topologies can be offered at this
time without targeted studies to model and verify their formation.

For these specific type of spatter particles, the organized surface
features are not likely the result of plasma plume condensation. Table 1
shows Cr, Mn and Si were 17.59, 0.88 and 0.62 wt%, respectively in the
fresh feedstock powder and a spatter sample was analyzed again by ICP
and contained Cr, Mn and Si at 17.78, 0.89 and 0.62 wt%, respectively.
Therefore, chemical composition of the spatter by ICP revealed virtually
no change in Si, Cr and Mn compared with fresh feedstock powder.
While some types of spatter are most certainly influenced by the plume
either by heating or elemental deposition, significant deposition does
not appear to be a key contribution of surface spots in this study due to

no net change of major element composition between spatter and
feedstock. Of course, oxygen significantly changed in spatter as iden-
tified both in the form of surface oxides or silicates by EDS and LECO
measuring a change of 500 ppm (760 ppm vs 253 ppm) between spatter
and feedstock under standard machine operating conditions which in-
dicates the oxygen in the chamber atmosphere significantly influenced
ejected liquid from the melt process in this study.

3.5. Modified platform tests

A custom powder beading apparatus was designed for the Concept
Laser to test the effect of controlled oxygen atmospheres on spatter
formation. SEM and EDS images from spatter collected after beading
under standard chamber conditions (O2 in the range of 0.1-0.5 wt%
with 99.9% Ar gas) and using a 5 wt% O2 + Ar gas mixtures are shown
in Fig. 8a and b, respectively.

Fig. 8a shows SEM images of spatter collected from the beading
process using the custom apparatus under standard conditions where it
is obvious that multiple patterned oxide spatter particles (white arrows)
were present with a general morphology similar to that collected from
standard builds in the current study and recent reports [11–13]. The
EDS maps show similar results to Fig. 3, where the spots contain Si-Mn

Fig. 7. (a) STEM and EDS maps of the round features inside a spatter particle cross section and (b) relative concentration of silicon from the spot boundary to 6 μm
inside the particle.
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rich oxides in various configurations depending on the spatter forma-
tion mechanism. However, as expected, the 5 wt% O2 gas environment
provided very different oxide morphologies that were rich in Cr-Si-Mn-
O instead of manganese silicates. Fig. 8b illustrates that the discrete
spots have not formed under the 5 wt% O2 environment. Instead, often
full and partial films over the spatter particle surfaces now appear, as
illustrated by the elemental EDS maps in Fig. 8b. The white arrows in
Fig. 8b show the presence of Cr-rich films that now appear on particles,
and were not previously observed in the low oxygen atmospheres. It is
clear from Fig. 8b that the Cr-rich oxide now covering the particles is
still present over the surface of the particles, however, their surface
configurations were much different compared to the Si-rich surfaces
covering the spatter particles in a low oxygen environment. Most likely,
at 5 wt% O2 there are more oxygen atoms available to penetrate the
droplet to form chromium oxides in abundance, and while deoxidation
of chromium oxide typically occurs by elemental Si and Mn as shown by
the EDS data in Fig. 8b, it appears to be a partial deoxidation occurs due
to concentration and limited time prior to droplet cooldown, to fully
reduce the chromium oxide film. Therefore, a mix of Cr, Si and Mn
oxides exist in the surface film compositions.

Spatter generated during laser PBF is a natural phenomenon in
current machine configurations. However, since spatter particles ap-
pear to have different properties and morphologies when compared to
atomized powder feedstock, oxide inclusions may be of concern in solid
parts. Recent reports evaluating the microstructures of 316 L samples
made with LPBF have found spherical glassy particles similar in com-
position to the spots and spheres observed in the present research
[33–35]. A report by Murrow et al. studying the effect of feedstock of
304 and 316 L using directed energy and laser PBF, found small 20-280
nm size particles in as-built test samples produced by AM but no similar
oxides in wrought materials. The study related those internal oxides to
surface oxides present on atomized feedstock which became

incorporated into solid samples [33]. Saeidi reported small glassy Cr-
silicate nanospheres on the order of 50 nm in diameter, which were
made up predominately of silicon and oxygen in LPBF fabricated
samples [34]. This work concluded the formation of silicate nanoin-
clusions as a result of favorable free energy of formation and they re-
mained glassy due to the fast cooling rates in laser AM. Another report
found small oxide inclusions in AM produced 316 L of MnSiO3, a me-
tastable Rhondite phase which when heat treated became the stable
MnCr2O4 [35]. This research concluded that the nanoscale oxides in-
itially existed in the powder feedstock as larger inclusion and dissolved
during laser melting re-forming as smaller metastable Si and Mn rich
oxides. It is also possible that spatter particles influenced the presence
of oxides in AM fabricated materials, and is worth exploring in detail
with future targeted studies.

4. Conclusions

Spatter in 316 L SS was observed to have particle morphologies not
present in 316 L atomized powder. Among these features are surface
oxidation areas, satellite-free and highly dendritic surfaces, very sphe-
rical particles, and agglomeration of multiple particles by liquid liga-
ments which were consistent with recent findings [10–13] which is a
good indication that the observed different spatter morphologies are
formed by varying mechanisms ranging from plasma coating, accreted
agglomeration, and extensive surface modification due to elemental
depletion. The current study focused on several 316 L satellite-free
spatter particles with organized patterned surface oxides intended to
characterize and understand the formation of these particles with in-
teresting surface morphological spots and related features.

The patterned spatter particles were larger and had little size dis-
tribution overlap with atomized feedstock particles.. While the data
cannot determine whether this size disparity is fundamental to spot

Fig. 8. Effect of ambient gas content on spatter produced by custom apparatus in Concept Laser R100. a) Spatter generated with standard conditions and b) Spatter
generated in 5% O2 + Ar gas.
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formation or the result of the specific processing conditions used in this
study, they do indicate that these unique morphological particles were
generated by the LPBF process as liquid droplets which subsequently
solidified into particles. Although these particles often had periodic
spotted surface arrangements, other similar morphologies were ob-
served on like-morphological particles which included asymmetrical
and concentrated spots on one particle side, and irregular particle
shapes. Elemental analysis of the spots by EDS showed the presence of
Si and Mn oxides on the spatter particle surfaces. In-depth character-
ization of the spot cross-section by TEM revealed complex features: 1)
the Si-Mn-O spots were non-crystalline, 2) Cr-O rich morphological
features penetrated the top surface of the Si-Mn-O spots, 3) a Cr-(Mn)-O
rich 2-phase interface boundary existed between the spot and spatter
particle, 4) the interior of patterned particles has been depleted of si-
licon, and 5) nano-spherical Si-rich features existed in the spatter par-
ticle cross-section. The patterning observed under standard conditions
was eliminated by forming a different oxide phase(s) under varying
oxygen environments, therefore changing the conditions for oxide for-
mation and patterning, often leaving a full cover of Cr-Si-Mn-O rich
phase on the surface of spatter particles.. Two hypotheses are offered as
possible descriptions of the organized surface spots formed under
standard conditions: (1) oxygen penetrating the liquid spatter droplets
form silicates due to steel deoxidation and float to the surface and/or
(2) Si separating from the liquid solution and migrating from inside the
spatter droplet to its surface to form an oxide film of Si-Mn rich com-
position. Regardless of the formation, the surface liquid organizes into
spots that results in glassy surface silicates that formed in the low
partial pressure oxygen environment of the machine chamber
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